BABY, YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES (BAR)-Otis/Stein/Brook Benton
4/4 1...2...123 (without intro)

Intro:

Well now it takes more than a robin to make the winter go

And it takes two lips for fire to melt away the snow

Well it takes two hearts that are cookin' to make a fire grow

And baby, you've got what it takes

You know it takes alot of kissin' to make a romance sweet

Oh it takes a lot of lovin' to make my life complete

Oh well it takes somebody special to knock me off my feet

And baby, you've got what it takes
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G9  D7  G9

I said ooooooooooooooo.....o000000000000

A7

You know you've got just what it takes\

D7

Because it takes more effort to stay away from you

G9  D7

And it takes more than a lifetime to prove that I'll be true

A7  G9  A7  G9  A7  G9  D7

But it takes somebody special to make me say I do, and baby, you've got what it takes

A7  G9  D7  A7  G9  D7  D9

And baby, you've got what it takes. And baby, you've got what it takes.
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Intro:  A7  G9  A7  G9  A7  G9  D  A7  (4 beats each)

D7
Well now it takes more than a robin to make the winter go

G9           D7
And it takes two lips for fire to melt away the snow

A7                        G9       A7       G9
Well it takes two hearts that are cookin' to make a fire grow

A7    G9                                   D7       A7
And baby, you've got what it takes

D7
You know it takes alot of kissin' to make a romance sweet

G9          D7
Oh it takes a lot of lovin' to make my life complete

A7                        G9           A7       G9
Oh well it takes somebody special to knock me off my feet

A7    G9                                   D7
And baby, you've got what it takes

G9           D7           G9
I said ooooooooooo........o000000000000

A7
You know you've got just what it takes

D7
Because it takes more effort to stay away from you

G9                       D7
And it takes more than a lifetime to prove that I'll be true

A7                        G9       A7       G9       A7       G9       D7
But it takes somebody special to make me say I do, and baby, you've got what it takes

A7    G9                                   D7       A7    G9                   D7     D9
And baby, you've got what it takes. And baby, you've got what it takes.